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Animal of the Month 
Meerkats 

 Animal Fast Facts
• Meerkats live in 
groups of up to 50.

• They’re about the 
size of a grey squirrel.

• They live in deserts  
and grasslands in the 

southern part of Africa.

Follow-up Activity:
Read the following statements about meerkats. Colour boxes with true info green, 
and colour the false boxes red.

Classroom Connections: Science: life science; animals

Meerkats live in the treetops. 

Meerkats have a sentry that watches for danger. 

Meerkats eat only plants. 

A group of meerkats is called a flock. 

Meerkats don’t need to drink water. 

Meerkats stand in groups to look big and scare predators.

Answers: F, T, F, F, T, T
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This month’s Discovery investigates how animals of different species  
pair up and depend on each other. Read the article, then answer the  
following questions.

Discovery
Power Up!

1. What is a symbiotic relationship?
2.  Which animal pairing in Chickadee surprised you the most? Why?
3. Without looking at the magazine, can you match each animal below 
    with its partner:

Follow-up Activity
Research to find another animal pair with a symbiotic relationship. Explain 
how the two animals help each other.

Classroom Connections: Language Arts: reading comprehension; 
understanding informational text; Science: life science; animals; habitats; needs 
and characteristics of living things; biology; ecological relationships

 
Pistol shrimp

 
Dotted humming frog

 
Oxpecker

 
Goby fish

 
Tarantula

 
Yucca plant

 
Clownfish

 
Pitcher plant

 
Tree shrew

 
Zebra

 
Yucca moth

 
Anemone
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Fiction 
Monster Wish 

Before you read this month’s story, predict what you think will happen by 
looking at the title and illustrations. Then read the story and answer the 
following discussion questions. 

 1. How do the monsters of Hollow Hill celebrate Wish Day?

 2. Why didn’t Morg join the others? What happened to his leaf?

 3. Have you ever felt shy? What was that like?

 4. Gargro comes up with a plan to help Morg. What is the plan?  
  What is a Gond?

 5. Gargro runs into trouble on his journey to find a Gond. What happens? 
  Who helps him?

 6. How do Gargro and Morg get back to Hollow Hill?

 7. What did Morg really wish for? Do you think his wish came true?  
  Why or why not?

 8. Did any characters change in the story? Who, and how did they change?

 9. What do you think it means to be a good friend?

Follow-up Activities
Write a story about what you think Morg and Gargro will do next.

Classroom Connections: 
Language Arts: reading; reading comprehension; predictions; writing


